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ABSTRACT 

The bachelor’s thesis contains an introduction to biomedical signals and the possibilities of 
processing those signals by electronic circuits. A significant part of the thesis focuses primarily on 
the description of EMG signal. Also, the thesis comprises diagrams of electrical circuits used 
primarily for processing of EMG signals. Furthermore, it includes a practical part, in which 
functions and parameters of a designed circuit are verified in simulator OrCAD Capture. 

 

KEYWORDS 

Biomedical signals, biopotential, ECG, processing, biopotential amplifier, integrated circuit, 
special circuits, simullation, OrCAD Capture 

 

ABSTRAKT 

Tato bakalářská práce obsahuje úvod do biomedicínských signálů a možnosti zpracování těchto 
signálů elektronickými obvody. Významná část práce se zaměřuje především na popis EMG 
signálu. Součástí práce jsou take schemata elektrických obvodů, které se používají především pro 
zpracování EMG signálů. Dále má práce praktickou část, v níž byly v simulátoru OrCAD Capture 
ověřovány funkce a parametry navrženého obvodu. 

KLÍČOVÁ SLOVA 

Biomedicínské signaly, biopotentciál, EKG, zpracování, biopotenciální zesilovač, integrovaný 
obvod, speciální obvody, simuláce, OrCAD Capture 
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INTRODUCTION 

Biomedical signals are physical manifestations of the physiological processes of a living organism 

that can be measured and presented in a form convenient for processing by electronic means (for 

example, in the form of an electric voltage or current value). The processing of biosignals is carried 

out in order to identify informative, from the point of view of medical diagnostics, signs of a 

biosignal, or for the purpose of determining diagnostic indices calculated by the biosignal 

parameters. The origin, types and classification of biomedical signals are briefly described in 

Chapter One. Moreover, Chapter One discusses the definition of biopotentials namely, EMG, 

ERG, EOG. [13] 

Today various types of electronic devices are widely used in the medical diagnostics. Such devices 

include electrocardiographs, encephalographs, tomographs, and others. Decoding signals of 

electrocardiograms, encephalograms, and other medical tests is one of the most time-consuming 

and crucial diagnostic processes, which are also realized by electronic devices, ensuring fast and 

reliable processing of large amounts of information. The usage of different ways and methods of 

signal analysis, realized by electronic devices, can significantly extend the limits of medical 

research and reduce mistakes of diagnostic. 

Modern electronic devices used in medicine, are complex systems, which consist of sensors, 

amplifiers, converters functional recorders, computers and control devices, memory devices, pre-

processing and display information. The sensors are designed to record electrical signals 

associated with the activity of the brain, heart, and muscles of the human body. They register 

various types of energy (thermal, light, mechanical) and convert it into electrical energy. 

Biopotential amplifiers, which take a significant part in the Chapter Two, amplify the electrical 

signals coming from the sensors. Also, Chapter Two deals with description of processing 

biomedical signals. 

Electromyography is a diagnostic method how to evaluate the electrical activity of muscles, on the 

basis of which it is possible to draw a conclusion about the functional state of the nerve innervating 

muscle damage. This study will help the specialist to determine the localization and spread of the 

lesion, the severity and nature of damage to the muscles and peripheral nerves. 
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This study is carried out using a special apparatus called an electromyograph. Today it is a whole 

computer system that records the biopotentials of muscles, strengthens them, and then evaluates 

the data. Electrodes record the potentials of the muscles and transfer them to the electromyograph. 

The device amplifies the signal and sends it either to the monitor of the computer in the form of 

an image, or to an oscillograph for subsequent recording on paper. There are certain norms of 

electrical activity of the muscles indicating a satisfactory function. If the parameters of the 

electromyogram go beyond these norms, they reflect a disease of the muscle itself or the peripheral 

nerve that innervates it. 

Chapter Three is based on the practical part of the bachelor’s thesis, where EMG signal processing 

system was designed. For these circuits, models were obtained in the PSpice simulator. The design 

took place in the OrCAD Capture environment. Resistors and capacitors were selected from the 

E24 series. Only the resistors for pre-amplifiers from the E192 series were an exception. Chapter 

Three contains the schemata and steps that describe the measurement. 
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1. BIOMEDICAL SIGNALS 

A signal is a phenomenon that conveys some information. A biomedical signal is a signal that is 

used in biomedicine, mainly for extracting information about the biological system. 

The extraction of such information can be simple (measuring pulse rate by counting the beats for 

a set period by placing index and middle finger on the underside of opposite wrist, below the base 

of the thumb), or complex where necessary equipment for processing and outputting signals (CT 

machines) is necessary. (Bronzino, 2006) [1] 

1.1. Types of biomedical signals 
Since biosignals originate from different sources, several kinds of signals can be distinguished. 

1. Nerve and muscle cells generate bioelectric signals. When many cells become activated, an 

electric field is generated that propagates through the biological tissue. Such bioelectric signals 

can be recorded and tracked by the following tests: Electrocardiogram (ECG), 

Electrogastrogram (EGG), Electrophotography (EEG) and Electromyogram (EMG).  

2. Bioimpedance signals. Bioimpedance signals from human body can be obtained by changing 

the blood volume and changing the resistivity of blood. The injection of sinusoidal current into 

the tested tissue produce this type of signal. (Bronzino, 2006) [1] 

3. Bioacoustic signals are a subset of biomechanical signals that involve vibration (motion). 

Blood flowing through the heart valves has a distinctive sound. Measurements of bioacoustics 

signal of a heart valve determine whether it is operating correctly. 

4.  Biomagnetic signals. This term includes all biosignals originating from the mechanical 

function of a biological system. Different organs, including heart, brain, and lungs, generate 

weak magnetic fields but as those magnetic fields are weak, special techniques are used in 

biomedicine to image these magnetic fields. For investigating brain activity 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is utilized, for peripheral nerves – magnetic resonance 

neurography (MRN) and others. 
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5. Biochemical signals arise because of chemical measurements of living tissue in clinical 

laboratories and contain information about changes in the concentration of various chemical 

agents in the body. The level of different ions, such as calcium and potassium, in cells, can be 

measured and recorded. 

6.  Bio-optical signals are generated by the optical or light properties of a biological system. They 

can arise naturally or with the aid of an external light-medium. 

1.2.  Classification of biomedical signals 

It is possible to categorize signals in many ways, but we shall look at the most important of them: 

• Classification according to the source. Signals can be classified according to their 

physical or initial character. 

• Classification according to biomedical application. This type of classification is 

considered from the point of view of diagnosis, monitoring or other purposes. There 

is a considerable number of medical specialties such as cardiology, neurology, 

gastroenterology, and other specialties, where a biomedical signal is processed for 

making a right diagnose or investigating a brain activity and more. 

• Classification according to signal characteristics. The characteristics of signals are 

significant from the standpoint of analysis of signals. Here we consider two main 

classes of signals: analog and discrete. 

An analog signal is a signal that changes continuously and can take any value over a specific 

interval. The analog signal can be sampled. Its discretization consists in the fact that the signal is 

represented as a sequence of values taken at discrete instants of time. Most biosignals are analog, 

but since the technology does not stand still, it is possible to convert the signal from analog to 

discrete. 

 The signals can also be divided into two groups: deterministic and stochastic. (See Figure 1) 
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Figure 1: Classification of signals according to characteristics. Adapted from Bronzino,2006, 
p.1-5. 

1.2.1. The deterministic signals 

The deterministic signal is accurately determined at any time. Usually, two classes of deterministic 

signals are distinguished: periodic and non-periodic. 

Periodic signals include sinusoidal and complex signals. For periodic signals, the general 

condition s (t) = s (t + kT), where k is an integer, T is a period that is a finite segment of the 

independent variable. 

The sinusoidal signal is the most straightforward periodic signal that could be described by the 

following expression: 

𝒇(𝒕) = 𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝝎𝒕) (1) 

 

Or 

𝒇(𝒕) = 𝑨𝒔𝒊𝒏(𝝎𝒕 + 𝝋) (2) 

 

Where 

• A is the amplitude, 

Signal
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Periodic

Sinusoidal
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Nonperiodic

Almost periodic

Transient
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Stationary

Ergodic

Non Ergodic
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• 𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 = 12
3

 is the angular frequency, 

• 𝑇 = 1/𝑓 is the period, 

• φ is a phase difference. 

 

Figure 2: Sine wave. Taken www.electrical4u.com/sinusoidal-wave-signal/ 5.11.2017 

The complex signal has a more sophisticated waveform. According to Aron Cohen (2006) [1], 

under some conditions, the blood pressure signal may be represented by a complex periodic signal, 

with the heart rate as its period and the blood pressure waveform as its fundamental waveform. 

This is, of course, a very rough and inaccurate mode. 

Almost periodic and transient signals are related to nonperiodic signals. The primary method of 

analysis of non-periodic signals is also frequency representation. 

Almost periodic signals are close to complex signals in their form. They also represent the sum of 

two or more harmonic signals not with multiple but with arbitrary frequencies, the relationship of 

which (at least two frequencies) does not belong to rational numbers and as a result, the 

fundamental period of total oscillations is infinitely high. 

Transient response in the theory of systems represents the reaction of a dynamic system to an 

external action applied to it from the moment of application of this influence to a certain steady 

state. The study of transient processes is an important step in the process of analyzing dynamic 

properties and quality of the system under consideration. Examples of external influences can be 

a delta pulse, a jump or a sinusoid. The transient process in the electrical circuit is characterized 
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by a smooth inertial change in the current and voltage in the circuit in response to the applied 

external action. 

Transient signals are signals which last for a brief period of time . A signal is said to contain 

a transient whenever its Fourier expansion requires an infinite number of sinusoids. [16] 

 

1.2.2. Stochastic signals 

A stochastic signal (also known as a random signal) is a function of time, the values of which are 

unknown beforehand, and can only be predicted with some probability. A random signal displays 

a random physical phenomenon or physical process, and the signal recorded in a single observation 

is not reproduced on repeated observations and cannot be described by an explicit mathematical 

relationship. When registering a random signal, only one of the possible options (outcomes) of a 

random process is realized, and a complete and accurate description of the process as a whole can 

be produced only after repeated observation and calculation of certain statistical characteristics of 

the ensemble of signal realizations. Stochastics signals are divided into stationary and 

nonstationary. [17] 

Stationary signals retain their statistical characteristics in successive realizations of the stochastic 

process, in other words, do not changing values with time. 

Nonstationary signals. Almost all biomedical signals are nonstationary. A nonstationary signal is 

a signal whose event-to-event probabilities are changing with time. Speech signals received power 

in radio transmission, and the noise signal are examples of nonstationary signals. 

1.3.  Source and properties of biomedical signals 

Endogenous bioelectric signals are signals produced by physiological processes of living 

organisms. (i.e., ECG, temperature, blood glucose). 

The bioelectric signal originates from the time-varying membrane potentials. The most crucial 

function of  the membrane potential is generation and transmission of biopotentials. There are two 

types of potentials: muscle action potential and nerve action potential. 

1.3.1. Action Potential and Resting Potential 
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 Action Potential 

The action potential is an electrical signal that accompanies the mechanical contraction of a single 

cell stimulated by electric current (neuronal or external). The action potential is caused by the flow 

of sodium ions (Na +), potassium ions (K +), chlorine ions (Cl -) and other ions through the cell 

membrane. The action potential is the basic component of all bioelectrical signals. It provides 

information on the natural physiological activity at the level of a single cell. The recording of the 

action potential requires the isolation of a single cell and microelectrodes of a thickness of the 

order of several microns to stimulate the cell and record the response. [18] 

Resting Potential 

Nerve and muscle cells are enclosed in a semipermeable membrane that allows some substances 

to pass through, while other substances are delayed. The physiological fluids surrounding the cells 

are conductive solutions containing charged atoms, known as ions. In the resting state of the 

membrane of excited cells, K + and Cl - ions pass easily, but they actively block Na + ions. Different 

ions try to restore the balance between the inner and outer medium of the cell in accordance with 

their charge and concentration. A cell in a state of rest is called polarized. [19] 

1.3.1.1. Depolarization 

When the cell is excited by a current of external stimulus, the membrane changes its characteristics 

and begins to allow Na+ ions to penetrate inside the cell. This movement of Na+ ions create an ion 

current, which further reduces the membrane barrier for Na+ ions, which leads to an avalanche 

effect: Na+ ions break into the cell. Ions K+ try to leave the cell because their concentration inside 

the cell was higher in the previous state of rest but the cannot move as fast as Na+. The overall 

result of these processes is the establishment of a positive charge inside the cell with respect to the 

external environment due to violation of the balance of K+ ions. The equilibrium state is achieved 

again after the completion of Na+ ions breakthrough. This change is the beginning of the action 

potential with a peak value equal for most cells approximately +20mV. The excited cell generating 

the action potential is called depolarized and the whole process is called depolarization. 

1.3.1.2. Repolarization 

 After a period of staying in the depolarization state the cell is polarized again and return to the 

resting potential through the process, that is known as repolarization. Repolarization occurs nearly 

as the process of depolarization, with the exception that instead of Na+ ions, the main ions involved 
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in repolarization are K+ ions. The change in the permeability for K+ ions during the depolarization 

is much slower than for Na+ ions, while the initial depolarization is caused by the breakdown of 

K+ ions. However, the change in the permeability of membrane for Na + is decreases in the vicinity 

of the depolarization peak, while for K+ ions this change is going increase. Consequently, during 

repolarization, membrane permeability dominates for K+. Since the concentration of K+ ions inside 

the cell is much higher than outside there is a resultant flux of ions from the cell, which makes the 

internal environment of the cell more negative, thereby causing repolarization to the level of the 

resting potential. [20] 

 

 

 

1.3.2. Electromyography (EMG) 

This section mainly deals with electromyographic signal that muscle cells generate. 

It is believed that skeletal muscles consist of contracting fibers that give a characteristic response 

to a single stimulus in the form of mechanical contraction and generate a spreading action 

potential. Muscle action potential can be measured with the help of electromyography. 

Electromyography is a diagnostic method that allows evaluating the bioelectrical activity of 

muscles, by which it can be concluded that the nerve is innervating the injured muscle. 

Electromyographic signal (EMG) is a change in time of the electric potential of muscles. It is 

recorded with the help of electrodes applied to the skin in the projection of the muscles under 

study. (See Figure 3). (Федотов and Акулов ,2013). [5]  
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Figure 3: An illustration depicting an electromyogram procedure. Taken from 
http://medchrome.com/basic-science/pathology/electromyography/ 10.04.2018 

There are two main types of EMG: surface EMG and needle EMG.  

The needle EMG is an invasive method based on the use of registration needle (injectable) 

electrodes, electrodes inserted directly into the muscle. This is achieved by recording from a 

specific place of the action stress of individual muscular fibers. This method is most used in the 

diagnosis of neuromuscular diseases. [8][10] 

The surface EMG is a non-invasive technique for recording electrical potentials from the surface 

of the body. Surface electrodes attached to the skin are used to register, and gel is applied to 

improve conductivity. By surface electrodes we record potentials from multiple motor units, from 

multiple skeletal muscles during activity. Surface EMG recording is a summation of the action 

voltages of the motor units located in the recording area by the electrodes. This gives us a general 

overview of the neural mechanisms of motion control. Recording muscular activity using surface 

electromyography is usually performed by two electrodes. Such recording is called bipolar 

imaging [9] [10] 

To achieve a two-way motion the example of which can be extending and flexing an arm, at least 

two groups of muscles will be needed. Each skeletal muscle has an antagonist to stretch the 

contracted muscle after relaxation. Since each muscle can perform one-way motion, it only 

receives and generates only a binary signal, which can be either on (i.e. contraction) or off (i.e. no 

contraction). 
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The typical frequency range of the EMG signal is between 50 and 500 Hz. One of the fundamental 

concepts of EMG analysis is the acquisition of frequency characteristics from the power spectrum. 

During the initial contraction, the frequency spectrum is mainly in the higher frequencies, and after 

fatigue, the power spectrum shifts toward lower frequencies. The shift in the dominant frequencies 

in each of the states, rest and contraction is a sign of the state of the muscles. 

The use of wavelet-analysis of EMG signals shows advantages in detecting changes in wave 

structures during stimulated recordings. For example, isometric contraction is controlled by the 

patient and can be performed in different modes. Rapid contraction will have a different EMG 

image than a slow reduction contraction. [3] 

1.4. Other biopotentials 
There are many other biopotentials which are measured in various clinical examinations. This part 

deals with clinical tests, namely electroencephalogram (EEG); electroretinogram (ERG); and 

electrooculogram (EOG). 

The electroencephalography (EEG) is a method of electrophysiological monitoring for recording 

the electrical activity of the brain. 

The electroencephalogram (EEG) is a noninvasive method for studying the functional state of the 

brain by recording its bioelectrical activity. An electroencephalographic signal is a change in the 

time of the electrical potential of some regions of the scalp arising under the action of the 

bioelectrical activity of the central nervous system. EEG registration is performed using an 

electroencephalograph through electrodes connected to the amplifier. (See Figure 4) (Кулбанов 

& Борисов & Долганов) [6] 
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Figure 4: EEG. Adapted from: https://speakingofresearch.com/tag/eeg/ 15.11.2017 

 

 The electroretinogram (ERG) is a widely used measurement of the function of the retina. 

Conventional electroretinography uses a single electrode in contact with the cornea to measure 

surface potentials reflecting the response of the retina to a visual stimulus (e.g. flash of light). The 

most commonly used electrodes are contact lenses in which platinum or silver wires are sealed. 

The disadvantage is occasional scratching of the cornea, surface anesthesia of the cornea and 

degradation of the field of vision are needed. The second electrode is attached to the skin of 

temporal region or ear lobe. The disadvantage is occasional scratching of the cornea, the need for 

surface anesthesia of the cornea and degradation of the field of vision. The second electrode is 

attached to the skin of the sleeping landscape or ear lobe. The measured voltages are low, typically 

at 0.1-0.4 mV. [7] 
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Figure 5: ERG. Adapted from: https://www.wikiskripta.eu/w/Elektroretinografie 15.3.2018 

The electrooculogram (EOG) represents potentials recorded for diagnostic eyes movements. 

The electrooculography signal is a change in the time of the corneo-retinal electrical potential 

caused by the movement of the eyeball. It is recorded with the help of electrodes applied to the 

skin in the eyelid region. (Figure 6). Electrooculography signals are used in the diagnosis of the 

functional state of the vestibular apparatus in humans, by topographic contour analysis of the 

signal at short records, for the diagnosis of nystagmus, characterizing the disturbance of the normal 

functioning of the organism on vestibular effects. 
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Figure 6: EOG. Taken from: https://www.mindmedia.com/solutions/research/eog/ 15.11.2017 
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2. BIOMEDICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Processing biological and medical information has long been a dynamic field of life science. 

However, before using digital computers widely, almost all processing was performed by expert 

experts directly. For example, when processing and analyzing vital signs (for example, blood 

pressure) doctors had to rely entirely on their auditory and visual and heuristic experience. The 

accuracy and reliability of such "manual" diagnostic processes are limited by a number of factors, 

including the limitations of people in the extraction and detection of certain signs from signals. 

Moreover, such a manual analysis of medical data suffers from other factors, such as human errors 

due to fatigue and subjectivity of decision-making processes. In the past few decades, the 

development of emerging biomedical imaging technologies, such as magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI), X-ray computed tomography (CT) and ultrasound imaging, has provided us with very large 

volumes of biomedical data that can never be processed by physicians in a limited period of time. 

[3] 

Processing biomedical information includes methods that use mathematical tools to extract 

important diagnostic information from biomedical and biological data. Due to the size and 

complexity of such data, computers are placed before the task of processing, visualizing and even 

classifying samples. 

Nowadays, clinicians use techniques which help to process a significant amount of data collected 

from patients. Biomedical signal processing allows extracting valuable information from these 

data. Five steps of measurement and processing are shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: The biomedical measurement and processing. Reprinted from: Najarian & Splinter, 
2012, p. xxii 

The first step is to determine the physical properties of the biomedical system that can be measured 

using suitable sensors. The second step is recording information by sensors which are attached to 
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the particular diagnosed area of the human body. The signal which was recorded by the sensor 

must be preprocessed and filtered. The preprocessing and filtering is needed because the signal 

received from sensors may often contain noises. The other activities of a biological system or 

malfunction of sensors can cause noises. The next step after  the filtration of signals is processing 

of these signals and extraction of the features which carry information of the biomedical system 

under investigation. The last step is classification and diagnosis, where the extracted features are 

represented in the classifier which distinguishes between different classes of samples, for example, 

normal and abnormal. These classes are determined based on biomedical knowledge specific to 

the signal being processed. (Najarian & Splinter, 2012) [3] 

 

 

 

 

2.1. Biopotential amplifiers 
Biosignals are registered as potentials, voltages, and electric field strengths created by muscles 

and nerves. The measurement requires voltages at very low levels, usually its range is between 1 

µV and 100 mV, with high source impedances and superimposed high-level interference signals 

and noise. For signals to be compatible with devices such as displays, recorders or analog-to-

digital converters for computerized equipment, it is necessary to amplify them. Such amplifiers 

need to satisfy specific requirements. They must provide a selective gain to the physiological 

signal, reject superimposed noises and interference signals and ensure protection from damage 

through voltage and current to the patient and electronic equipment. Amplifiers that provide these 

requirements are known as biopotential amplifiers. (Nagel,2000). [4] 

2.1.1. Basic Amplifier Requirements 

The requirements for biopotential amplifiers are: 

• high input impedance greater than 10 MΩ, 

• the amplifier should offer the protection of the patient from any risk of electrical shock, 

• the output impedance of the amplifier should be low drive any external load with 

minimal distortion, 
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• the monitoring of physiological process  should not be influenced in any way by the 

amplifier, 

• the amplifier must provide as better as possible signal and interference separation. 

The standard structure for the measurement of biopotentials and the primary task of the differential 

amplifier are shown in Figure 8. Three electrodes, two of them collecting the information for the 

patient and the third providing the reference potential, join the subject to the amplifier. The input 

signal to the amplifier contains five components: the desired biopotential, the undesired 

biopotential the power line interference signal of 60 Hz (in some countries 50 Hz) and its 

harmonics, an interference signal caused by the tissue or electrode interface and the noise. The 

primary task of the differential amplifier is to reject the line frequency interference electrostatically 

or magnetically connected to the subject. 

 

 

Figure 8: The standard structure for the measurement of biopotentials. Taken from Bronzino, 
2000, p.70-2 

The desired biopotential occurs as the difference between the voltage signals applied at two input 

terminals of the amplifier and called a differential signal. The linear frequency interference signal 
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causes approximately the same potential at both inputs and appears only between the inputs and 

the ground due to small differences in amplitude and phase between the two measuring electrodes, 

and such signals are called common mode signals.One of the most critical characteristics of the 

qualitative biopotential amplifier it is a forceful rejection of the common mode signal. 

The ratio of differential mode gain over the common mode gain is the common mode rejection 

ratio (CMRR). In Figure 8 can be seen a function of the amplifier common mode rejection ratio 

and the source impedance, Z1 and Z2 are carried by the rejection of common mode signal in an 

amplifier. For the ideal biopotential amplifier where Z1=Z2  and infinite CMRR of the differential 

amplifier, Vout is the pure biological signal which is amplified by the differential mode gain : 

𝑽𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝑮𝑫 ∙ 𝑽𝒃𝒊𝒐𝒍 (3) 

 

If the CMRR is finite, the common mode signal is not rejected entirely, and it is necessary to add 

the interference term ?@∙AB
CDEE

 to the output signal. The common mode signal will not completely 

disappear unless Z1 and Z2 are equal and through these impedance sources, flow currents that the 

common mode signal Vc causes. The differential signal at the amplifier input is not rejected by the 

differential amplifier by the reason of voltage drops when the impedance sources are unequal.The 

output voltage of the amplifier is: 

𝑽𝒐𝒖𝒕 = 𝑮𝑫𝑽𝒃𝒊𝒐𝒍 +
𝑮𝑫𝑽𝒄
𝑪𝑴𝑹𝑹 + 𝑮𝑫𝑽𝒄 J𝟏 −

𝒁𝒊𝒏
𝒁𝒊𝒉 + 𝒁𝟏 − 𝒁𝟐

P (4) 

 

According to Nagel (2000) the real biopotential amplifier’s output will always include the desired 

output component because of differential biosignal; an undesired component is a result of the 

incomplete rejection  of common mode interference signals as a function of CMRR; and an 

undesired component because of source impedance imbalance releasing an element of the common 

mode signal to occur as a differential signal to the amplifier. The source impedance imbalances of 

5 to 10MΩ, produced by electrodes, are not extraordinary and for satisfactory rejection of line 

frequency interferences needs a minimum CMRR of 100 dB, and input impedance has to be not 

less than 109 Ω at 60Hz for prevention of source impedance imbalances from deteriorating the 

overall CMRR of the amplifier. (Hagel, 2000) [4] 
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To obtain an excellent signal quality, the biopotential amplifier should be suitable for the specific 

application. Based on the signal parameters, both the corresponding frequency bandwidth and the 

gain factor are selected. Figure 9 demonstrates and defines the normal ranges for amplitude and 

bandwidth of the most frequently measured biopotentials.  

 

Figure 9: Amplitudes and frequency bandwidth of some vital biosignals. Adapted from 
Bronzino, 2000, p.70-5 

The last and crucial requirement for biopotential amplifiers is need of calibration.The amplifier 

has to be well calibrated due to the precise determination of the amplitude of the biopotential, 

which makes quickly to identify the gain or the amplitude range referenced to the input of the 

amplifier. 

2.1.2. Special circuits 

This section deals with some illustrations of types of analog electronic circuits Integrated 

Circuits(ICs) in the biomedical instrumentation system. 

2.1.2.1. Instrumentation Amplifier 

A crucial phase of all biopotential amplifiers is the input preamplifier which primarily conduces 

to the overall quality of the system. The particular tasks of the preamplifier are to receive the 
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voltage between two measuring electrodes during rejecting the common-mode signal and 

decreasing the effect of electrode polarization overpotentials.The input impedance should be as 

high as possible, and it is critical to the preamplifier efficiency.  

Using a standard single operational amplifier (op-amp) does not provide the necessary high input 

impedance, and the only way to achieve the high input impedance involves voltage followers or 

noninverting amplifiers which are shown in Figure 10a.  The primary disadvantage of this circuit 

is that it requires a high CMRR in both the followers and in the final op-amp and using input 

buffers operating at a single gain, all the common mode signals must be performed in the output 

amplifier, requiring exact matching of the resistors. Also, the noise of the final op-amp is added at 

a low signal level, without the need for decreasing signal-to-noise ratio.The next circuit in Figure 

10b excludes these disadvantages. It is a standard configuration of the instrument amplifier. The 

two input operational amplifiers provide high differential gain and unity common-mode gain 

without the necessity of matching nearby resistors.  

 

Figure 10: Circuit drawings for three different realizations of instrumentation amplifiers for 
biomedical applications. Voltage follower input stage (a), improved, amplifying input stage (b), 

and 2-op-amp version (c). Taken from Bronzino, 2000, p.70-6 

The differential output from the first stage illustrates a signal with considerable relative reduction 

of the common-mode signal and is used to operate a standard differential amplifier which further 

reduces the common-mode signal. The CMRR of the output op-amp, as well as the matching of 

the resistor in its circuit, are less critical than in the follower type instrumentation amplifier.The 

last circuit in Figure 10c shows another configuration that provides high input impedance with 

only two op-amps. For good CMRR, nevertheless, it requires precise resistor matching. (Brnozino, 

2000) [4] 
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2.1.2.2. Input Guarding 

The common mode input impedance and therefore the CMRR of an amplifier can be significantly 

expanded by guarding the input circuit. The two averaging resistors connected between the outputs 

of the two input op-amps of an instrumentation amplifier produce the common mode signal as 

shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11: Instrumentation amplifier is providing input guarding. Reprinted from Bronzino, 
2000, p.70-7 

The common-mode signal at the output of op-amp 4 can be used as guard voltage to decrease the 

effects of cable capacitance and leakage. Many modern amplifiers have not grounded reference 

electrode.As shown in Figure12, the reference electrode is connected to the output amplifier for 

the common mode voltage, where op-amp 3 works as an inverting amplifier and inverted common 

mode voltage is fed back to the reference electrode. This negative feedback decreases the common 

mode voltage to the low value. (Webster, 1992).[4] Electrocardiographs based on this principle 

are called driven-right-leg systems replacing the ground electrode of the right leg of conventional 

electrocardiographs with an active electrode.  
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Figure 12: Driven-right-leg circuit is reducing common-mode interference. Taken from 
Bronzino, 2000, p.70-10 

 

2.1.2.3. Digital Electronics 

The ever-increasing density of integrated digital circuits together with their extremely low power 

consumption enables digitizing and preprocessing of signals earlier on the isolated patient-side of 

the amplifiers, thus enhancing the signal quality and eliminating the problems related to the 

isolation barrier, especially those concerning isolation voltage interferences and long-term stability 

of the isolation amplifiers. The transmission of a digital signal to a remote monitoring unit, 

computer system or computer network can be obtained without the risk of interference in power 

lines, especially when using fiber optic cables. With digital technology, it is easy to control the 

amplifier’s interface. Gain factors can be adapted simply, and changes of the electrode potential 

resulting from electrode polarization or from interferences, which might operate the differential 

amplifier into saturation that can easily be identified and compensated. (Bronzino, 2000) [4] 

2.2.  Problems in measurement of biomedical signals  

Problems in the measurement of biomedical signals can be caused by the fact that biomedical 

signals are very weak by their nature. Another factor which can cause the problem it is a 

malfunction of the sensors. 

In this section will discuss two problems, namely leakage currents and noises which arise during 

the measurement of the biomedical signal. 
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Leakage currents are generated by stray resistance path between the measurement circuit and 

nearby voltage source. The permissible leakage current under normal conditions is 0.5mA and 

1mA under a single fault condition. The leakage current can be hazardous for patients, and medical 

workers around them if it will exceed the permissible safe limit because, only small current can 

flow through the human body. 

Significant errors can be caused by noise sources such as magnetic fields, ground loops, and others. 

Almost all real-world signals have noises. As was mentioned above the noise can occur due to 

sensors defect or insufficient connection between sensors and the human body.  

The voltage errors arise because of the magnetic field in two conditions. The first condition is that 

the magnetic field changes with time. The second condition when the noise occurs is a relative 

motion between the circuit and the field. Voltages in conductors can be generated from the motion 

of a conductor in a magnetic field, from local AC currents caused by components in the test system, 

or from the deliberate ramping of the magnetic field, such as for magneto-resistance 

measurements. 
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3.  DESIGN OF EMG MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

The designed integrated circuit (see Figure 13) which was realized in the Department of 

Microelectronics is used for recording electrical activity of the muscles. The processed signal in 

range ± 500 mV is amplified and converted into a single pulse-density modulated signal (PDM). 

The measuring electrodes are connected to an instrumentation amplifier (APP_AMP). The 

instrumentation amplifier has a CMOUT output that is used to set the active ground. The active 

ground is a connection which suppresses interference at the input of the instrument amplifier. This 

is a negative feedback where the interfering signal is sent from the internal structure of the 

instrumentation amplifier back to the patient. The signal is impedingly adapted, then inverted and 

through resistance 390 kΩ currently limited (circuit ACTIVE GROUND). 

 

Figure 13: IC circuit for recording electric activity of muscles. Adapted from: UMEL. 
Integrovaný systém pro zpracování EMG signálu (pdf)  

The gain of the instrumentation amplifier is fixed to 50. The next stage of the processing is 

frequency filtration, where the noise and the useless signal (the useful band from 50 Hz to 500 Hz) 

take place. The high pass filter (HP) is implemented as a derivation cell with an external 10 nF 

capacitor. For a low-pass filter (LP) is Huelsmann structure with built-in capacitors on the chip. 

Another block is an amplifier with switchable gain (AMP ATUNE), which is done by switching 

the resistance in the feedback of the operational amplifier. The amplification (gain) can be set up 
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to 1, 4, 10 or 25 and total amplification together with an instrumentation amplifier can be achieved 

50, 200, 500 or 1250. More combinations of resistances switching in the feedback can create 

additional values for amplification since each resistance is directly related to the signal. The 

amplified analog signal is converted to a differential signal and converted to a one-bit PDM signal. 

To convert to the PDM signal a one-loop modulator delta-sigma (ΔΣ) is placed on the third order 

of the structure “feedforward”. The sampling frequency is 125 kHz, and ENOB = 15. The output 

is a PDM signal (denoted as MODOP along with the synchronization time signal CLK_OUT). The 

circuit for generating the time signal for the delta-sigma modulator is implemented on the chip.  

 

3.1. Instrumentation amplifier 
There are two input instrumentation amplifiers on the chip. The first one is powered by VDDA 

(SENSINN, SENSINP, CMOUT and EXTCAP1 pins). The input of the amplifier is a rail-to-rail 

stage with PMOS and NMOS transistors. There is a voltage asymmetry of both of them (varies 

according to the voltage level of the input signal). The second option uses the higher power voltage 

VDDA_HV (pins SENSINN_HV, SENSINP_HV, CMOUT_HV and EXTCAP1_HV). As a 

result, only one type of transistors is used in the input differential pair and the voltage asymmetry 

is given by only one type of transistors. This significantly reduces the voltage asymmetry changes 

in the input voltage range. 

 

3.2. Filtering of EMG signal 

An important part of signal processing is filtering, which provides noise reduction and eliminates 

unnecessary signals or unwanted frequencies. Filters can be divided according to the form of 

frequency characteristics, low-pass filters, upper-pass filters, band-reject filters and band-pass 

filters. The ideal condition is that the filter transmission is constant in the passband and in stopband 

its zero. The frequency at which three decibels decrease from the linear part of the frequency 

response is called the cut-off frequency. Frequencies above this cut-off frequency will be 

transmitted and frequencies below the cut-off frequency will be suppressed by the filter. A so-

called active filtering is selected that uses passive components connected to the active element to 

set the desired frequency-dependent transmission. As an active element, the most used are 

operational amplifiers, the transistors can be used. There are two ways to design active filters: the 
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first one is cascading the simple filters and the second is using one operational amplifier with 

multi-loop feedback. [See Appendices] 

3.2.1. Low-pass filter 

Low-pass filters weaken or eliminate high-frequency components of the image, such as edges, 

textures and other sharp details. Low-pass filters, which are often used for applications such as 

anti-aliasing, blurring and noise reduction, provide a smooth version of the original image. The 

low-pass filter is sometimes used as a pre-processing step to remove non-essential details from the 

image before retrieving the object. Such filters are also used to overcome small gaps in lines and 

curves as a method of interpolation. However, low-pass filters have certain drawbacks. For 

example, low-pass filters weaken the edges and some sharp details, which are often important in 

many applications. 

The purpose of the low-pass filter is to suppress the frequency components of the signal that exceed 

the cut-off frequency. In the passband, the filter gain should approach as close to 1 as possible, 

which corresponds to 0 dB. In the stopband, the gain factor is close to 0. The quality of the LPF is 

determined by the uniformity of amplification to the passband and the slope of the frequency 

response. [14] 

3.2.2. High-pass filter 

A high-pass filter is an electronic or any other filter that passes high frequencies of the input signal 

while suppressing the signal frequencies below the cutoff frequency. The degree of suppression 

depends on the particular type of filter. 

The HPF is traditionally used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the signal path, where the 

constant component signal is not informative, due to the suppression of low-frequency noise, drift 

of the signal with frequencies lower than the lower boundary of the useful signal band. If the non-

informative constant component is large with respect to the useful signal, the HPF improves the 

input range of the ADC in the problem of measuring the signal component.  

The HPF can be either analog or digital. 

Analog HPFs are active (require additional power energy for their work) and passive (do not 

require additional power supply). The active analog HPF uses microelectronic technology 

(typically operational amplifiers), a passive analog HPF can consist of passive electronic 

components. 
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Digital HF (digital signal filter) is a large family of DSP computational algorithms. Fundamentally, 

a digital filter can be recursive (with feedbacks in its algorithm) and non-recursive (without 

feedback). It is important that the frequency response of the digital filter on the frequency axis is 

periodic: in particular, above the half of the sampling frequency, the mirror frequency response of 

the digital filter begins. High-pass filters are used in image processing in order to perform 

transformations in the frequency domain (for example, to delineate boundaries). [14] [15] 

 

 

 

3.3. Processing of EMG signal 

This chapter deals with the design of the EMG signal processing system. Real circuits were taken 

into account. For these circuits, models were obtained in the PSpice simulator. The design took 

place in the OrCAD Capture environment. Resistors and capacitors were selected from the E24 

series. Only the resistors for pre-amplifiers from the E192 series were an exception. 

 

The INA333 from Texas Instrument was selected to implement the instrument amplifier. This 

circuit is designed to amplify biomedical signals and its gain (parameter G) can be precisely set 

by external resistance. This circuit excels in a low quiescent current (50 µA), low noise (50 nV / 

√Hz, G ≥ 100), low drift (0.1 µV / ° C, G ≥ 100) and a low input bias current of 200 pA (maximum). 

The RG resistance is divided between two resistors with high accuracy and the resistor signal is 

used for the active ground. The gain of the circuit is given 

 

 

 

The pre-amplifier should have a gain of 50. From Equation 5 you can calculate the RG size. 

50 = 1 + S
100 ∙ 10T

𝑅?
V ⇒ 𝑅? = 2,0408	𝑘Ω (6) 

 

𝐺 = 1 + S
100 ∙ 10T

𝑅?
V (5) 
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This resistance is divided between two resistors RG1 = RG2 = 1.0204 kΩ. Resistors are selected 

from the E192 series with a tolerance of 0.1%. Then RG1 = RG2 = 1.02 kΩ. Gain will be 

 

 

The impedance matching, inverting and current limitation is done according to the Integrated EMG 

signal processing system. The Circuit Wiring Diagram in OrCAD Capture for testing is in Figure 

14. 

𝐺 = 1 + S
100 ∙ 10T

2,04 ∙ 10TV = 50,0196 (7) 
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Figure  14: Pre-amplifier including the active ground circuit 

The input voltage was ± 5 mV. 50.1196 amplified output voltage 500.1 mV. The active ground 

voltage was -1,045 mV. It should equal in this case 0, but non-ideal effects such as offset amplifiers 

and input bias current are reflected in the result. 

The next block is a high pass filter. Its cut-off frequency is set to 50 Hz. The Sallen-Key structure 

was selected. This is the second order filter. The filter design tool [FDT] was used to design 

components. The circuit diagram in the OrCAD Capture program is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure  15: High-pass filter circuit 

 

In the same way, a low pass filter has been designed to have a 500 Hz cut-off frequency. This is 

shown in Figure 16. 

 

Figure  16: Low-pass filter circuit 

 

The next step was an AC analysis that verified the behavior of these circuits depending on the 

frequency. The lower and upper limit frequencies were deduced from it (Figure 17). 
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Figure  17: High-pass and low-pass filter AC analysis 

3.4. Tunable gain amplifier using an inverting amplifier 
 

Another block is an AMP_ATUNE amplifier, which can be switched by feedback resistors in the 

feedback amplifier. In this way, gains of 1, 4, 10, or 25 can be adjusted. In general, a gain of 50, 

200, 500 or 1250 can be achieved with the instrument amplifier. Because each resistor is directly 

switched by the signal, additional gain values can be generated by combining multiple closed loop 

resistors. 

The last circuit is an amplifier with an adjustable gain of 1, 4, 10 or 25. This is an inverting 

amplifier connection where the gain is given by the ratio of the resistors. 

 

This at R1 = 3 kΩ gives RF = 3 kΩ, 12 kΩ, 30 kΩ and 75 kΩ. Feedback resistance can be switched 

by switches. Ideal switches were used for simulation. The real circuit could be realized, for 

example, by MOS (Metal Oxide Semiconductor) transistors or analogue multiplexers. The circuit 

diagram is shown in Figure 18. 

𝐺ab =
𝑅a
𝑅c

 (8) 
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Figure  18: Tunable gain amplifier using an inverting amplifier 

 

In conclusion, the functionality of the entire system was verified. In the OrCAD program a top-

level schematic was created, containing all of the above-mentioned blocks (Figure 19). To verify 

the circuit function, the AC analysis is set to show the correct HP and LP filter design as well as 

the instrumentation amplifier plus tunable gain amplifier. The system has a gain of 200 (46.02 

dB). 

 

Figure  19: Top-level schematic 
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The AC analysis results are shown in Figure 20. The total gain is 45.97 dB. Against the calculated 

value, the error is only 0.032 dB. 

 

 

Figure  20: The AC analysis results 

The total gain is 45.97 dB. Against the calculated value, the error is only 0.032 dB. The filter cut-

off frequencies correspond to the simulations performed when the filter parameters are 

independently verified. This has confirmed the proper functionality of the proposed EMG signal 

processing circuit. 
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CONCLUSION 

In the bachelor’s thesis the biomedical signals, their processing, and analysis were studied. The 

first part of the thesis consists of in description and explanation how the biomedical signals occur, 

what types of signals exist, and their possible classifications. Also, in the first part two types of 

biopotentials (nerve action potential and muscle action potential) which generate biomedical 

signals are explained. Most of all, emphasis was placed on the description of the function of 

electromyography (EMG). 

The second part concerns the principle of processing of biomedical signals. To process the 

biomedical signals, it is necessary to go through five steps of measurement and processing. All 

medical equipment includes some amplifiers. Such amplifiers need to satisfy specific requirement. 

They must provide a selective gain to the physiological signal, reject superimposed noises and 

interference signals and ensure protection from damage through voltage and current to the patient 

and electronic equipment. The amplifiers that provide these requirements are known as 

biopotentials amplifiers. The rest of the second part discusses biopotential amplifiers in circuits 

and special circuits, and problems which can arise during the measurement. 

Furthermore, this thesis includes a practical part where the functionality of the entire EMG signal 

processing system was verified. Real schemes were taken into account. For these schemes, the 

models were obtained in the simulator PSpice. The design was made in the OrCAD Capture 

environment. Finally, the functionality of the entire system was tested. In the program OrCAD, a 

top-level scheme was created, containing all the above-mentioned blocks which are shown in 

Figure 19. During the simulation of the EMG signal processing circuit, the total gain was 45.97 

dB and against the calculated value the error was only 0.032 dB. The cut-off frequencies of the 

filter correspond to simulations performed when the filter parameters are independently verified, 

which is a confirmation of the proper functionality of the proposed EMG signal processing circuit. 

Bioengineers work to help improve the lives of patients living with difficult conditions in a variety 

of ways. They are involved in designing instruments, devices, and software to develop new 

procedures or solve clinical problems. In fact, bioengineering is behind many of the most modern, 

ground-breaking healthcare techniques that are commonplace today, such as ultrasound, MRI, and 

other imaging techniques, and the development of artificial hips, knees, and other prosthetic 

implants. 
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We live in the 21st century and our technologies are being improved every year. Biomedicine 

plays a huge role in the healthcare system and thanks to it the number of sick and disabled people 

can be considerably reduced. 
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APPENDIX  

 

Ústav Mikroelektroniky, FEKT, Vysoké učení technické v Brně 

1 

 

 Integrovaný systém pro zpracování EMG signálu 
 

 

PARAMETRY  
• Napájecí napětí 1,5 V a 3 V (HV) 
• Vstupní napětí ± 500 mV @ 750 mV 

• Užitečné pásmo 20 Hz – 500 Hz 

• Nastavitelné zesílení 50, 200, 500 nebo 1250 

• ENOB (ΔΣ) = 15 

• Výstup: signal PDM + synchronizační clock 

• Perioda výstupních dat 8 µs 
  

APLIKACE 
• Zesilování biomedicínských signálů 

• Převod analogového signálu na signál PDM 
 

 Obr. 1: 28-Lead DIL28-6 
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Obr. 2: Blokové zapojení systému 
POPIS
Navržený IO je určen pro snímání elektrické 
aktivity svalů. Zpracovávaný signál v rozsahu 
±500 mV je zesilován a převáděn na 
jednobitový pulsně-hustotně modulovaný 
signál (PDM). 

Měřící elektrody jsou připojeny na přístrojový 
zesilovač (APP_AMP). Přístrojový zesilovač má 
výstup CMOUT, který slouží pro nastavení 

aktivní země. Aktivní zem je zapojení sloužící  
k potlačení rušení na vstupu přístrojového 
zesilovače. Jedná se o zápornou zpětnou vazbu, 
kde je rušivý signál poslán z vnitřní struktury 

přístrojového zesilovače zpět na pacienta. 
Signál je impedančně přizpůsoben poté 
invertován a přes odpor 390 kΩ proudově 
omezen (obvod ACTIVE GROUND). Zesílení 
přístrojového zesilovače je pevně nastaveno na 
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